YCM NFX380A - Ultimate 5 Axis Technology
In todays pressurised manufacturing environments, we are all aware that the major
benefit of five axis machining is the ability to machine complex workpieces in a
single set up. From roughing to finishing, 5 axis technology enables manufacturers
to reduce set up times and overall lead time while increasing machining quality
and improving precision of complex machining processes. Maximising machining
productivity. With the launch of this brand new 5 axis machining centre, here at
YMT Technologies we have brought this technology within reach.
Recognised worldwide for superior precision,
outstanding reliability and exceptional rigidity,
YCM design and manufacture advanced vertical,
horizontal and 5 axis machining centres.
For the past 15 years, our 2 companies have
been working closely together, building a strong
relationship as sole distributor in the UK and
Ireland for YCM products.
Our experienced technical engineers have been
heavily involved in the development of this new
NFX380A machining centre to ensure it exceeds
the needs of our UK customer base.

With spindle speeds of up to 15,000 rpm, 22.5 kW
direct drive motors, linear scales on all axis and
tool changers for up to 60 tools, these machines
are quick, accurate and capable.
Built on YCM’s extremely rigid ‘Meehanite’ casting,
manufactured at their own their in house foundry,
these machining centres offer unrivalled precision
and longevity.
Various machine options are available from
probing packages to swarf management systems
to allow each machine to be configured to the
exact specification needed.
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FLEXIBLE
Full 5 axis simultaneous machining
capability for complex workpieces.
PRECISE
Direct measuring systems fitted to all
axis to achieve maximum accuracy.
POWERFUL
Up to 15,000 rpm 22.5 kW direct drive
spindle motors, 36 m/min feed rates.
CAPABLE
Automatic tool changers up to 60 tool
capacity with fast double grippers.

Speed Accuracy Performance
demonstration model now in our showroom
NFX380A -The Technology
IDD Spindle
Powerful 22 .5 kW, 12,000 rpm spindle for high
power, high speed machining. Cooling system
design on spindle motor seat, quill and bearing
offering incredible machining capability.
BBT40 Spindle Design
Spindle and taper dual surface contact providing
exceptional cutting rigidity and high accuracy
whilst extending tool life.

NC Swivel Rotary Table
Aluminium rotary table with digital drives and
levelled at the C-axis centre to ensure machining
accuracy and easy programming. 380 mm ø table
with 80 mm ø table through hole design. Table
tilt movement of + 30 ° / -120 ° to offer increased
machining ability.

Spindle Oil Cooling
Oil-air lubrication applied on each spindle bearing
to ensure prolonged high speeds operations.
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